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Hello Woody,
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Woody VAZUTKA
Route 6 Box 1
SANTA FE

How are you doing, since we not at Las - Vegas?

As I told you, there would be a deep intern:---t '_r,
presenting your "interactive-insta] lation-in-~>i ,-)a,-es :;' : ,
at the next fall 92 show - Artifices - in Saint Denis .

T6Isx 214 884
T~i6copio(1)426039 8

	

The space is not th -- big and it should be able to work

MinitHl3615^ra .ns

	

for one month . It ma,,be touring in Eastern Europe (your
3615 ARTS

	

country,

	

Bulgaria and Poland) .

	

Of course it should not
3f 15 be too expensive!

Do you still pick up some mushrooms in the woods? The
collect as never been so good in France .

Hope to hear you soon .

Martine SOUR



December 30, 1991

Martine Bour
Ministere Culture
Delegation aux Arts Plastique

I am writing to you on behalf of Woody . He is very sorry
about the delay in responding to you . If we understand
correctly, you are looking for an interactive video installation
that would stand alone and be activated automatically . You also
mention the potential of travelling this installation and that
means it must be able to be assembled and reassembled in
different sites . You have indicated that Woody's installation
will be on exhibition in Saint Denis as a part of "Artifices" for
the month of October 1992 .

The fee of $20,000 (including transportation) that you
suggest is agreeable to Woody for the one month installation .
Woody has a good idea of what he wants to make for you but we
have a few questions .

What is the date of the opening?
What size is the space? Can you send a floor plan?
Part of the installation will use some conventional
equipment, for example - video monitors, audio speakers,
video projector . Will you be able to provide equipment
locally, and if there is a rental charge would this come
from Woody's fee?
How will rental equipment be handled if the exhibition
travels?
For what length of time may the exhibition travel?
If the exhibition travels and woody is needed for the
installtion, what additional fees will he receive?

For this kind of installation Woody must receive one third of the
budget at least 60 days in advance of the opening date so that he
can develop and produce original sores, software, and update the
hardware . We have had difficulties in the past with receiving
funds from France, and would appreciate you assistance in this
matter . Do we need to fill out any special forms so that we do
not have to pay exorbitant taxes? The Vasulkas, Inc . i s a tax
exempt organization under the section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Service code (the United States tax administration) .

We will hope to hear from you as soon as you have reviewed
our letter .

MaLin Wilson
Special Projects Coordinator

27 avenue de 1'Opera
75001 Paris, France
Tel : 011 (1) 40 15 73 00
Fax : 011 (1) 42 60 39 78

Dear Martine,
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Hello Woody,

I am glad to hear that the mushroom collect has been
great!

To come back to Artifices 92 that will take place in
October 92, I have to give you details about the
financial possibilities .

Can you show an edition (a special one) of your piece
for 20 000 $? This should include transportation and
fees .

As usual we have a very limited budget .

The other artists would be :

Bill Fontana
Piotr Kowalski
Pietro Gilardi
Thierry Kuntzel
Matt Mullican (No woman!)

Hope to hear from you soon .

Martine SOUR
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SAINTDENIS, OCTOBRE-NOVEMBRE 1992

Artifices a lieu a 1'initiative de la Ville de Saint-Denis, dans le contexte des re-
cherches menees a 1'Universite Paris 8 (Saint-Denis), et dans la perspective de
1'etablissement d'un pole d'innovation et de reflexion dans le domaine des arts
plastiques . La manifestation est organisee en coproduction avec le Ministere de la
Culture, le Conseil General de Seine Saint-Denis, et avec le concours de 1'associa-
tion Ars technica (Cite des Sciences de La Villette).
L'exposition decline la notion classique d'artifice a partir des implications des
technologies informatiques dans les arts plastiques et de 1'image. Elle envisage la
creation dans ses resonances avec la recherche scientifique et technologique.
Une premiere edition, en octobre 1990, portait sur les relations entre mutation
technologique et la tradition artistique : 16 pieces d'artistes et chercheurs interna-
tionaux, installations interactives et videos d'images de synthese, etaient presen-
tees .
La deuxieme edition d' artifices a 1'automne 1992, devrait prolonger cette appre-
hension des specificites artistiques des nouvelles technologies numeriques, sur le
theme de 1'espace, de 1'environnement, du paysage.
Avec 1'expansion de 1'informatique, c'est tout un ensemble de techniques et de
procedures qui s'offrent a 1'exploration artistique : maitrise des evenements, des
situations, des interactions gestuelles, optiques ou acoustiques, hybridation du
reel et du virtuel, des espaces naturels et artificiels, des objets et des images . La
simulation, la modelisation, 1'interactivite, le -temps reel., les interfaces, la robo-
tique, permettent a la fois une production imaginaire et une apprehension lo-
gique et sensible du reel que certains artistes adoptent aujourd'hui dans un sens
poetique et critique .
Les travaux seront selectionnes de fa~on a presenter une certaine variete de re-
gistres esthetiques et technologiques : installations environnementales lumi-
neuses, acoustiques ; objets et evenements programmes; images de synthese, y
compris les environnements virtuels generes par ordinateur.
Outre cette section dediee aux creations, deux sections de recherche et de docu-
ments de references presenteront des images de synthese et des dispositifs
multimedias interactifs appliques a 1'architecture, au paysagisme, et plus genera-
lement a 1'apprehension de 1'espace .



Saint-Denis, Salle de la Legion d'Honneur
6, place de la Legion d'Honneur, 93200 Saint-Denis, France
Octobre-novembre 1992

Maitre d'oeuvre
Mairie de Saint-Denis

Coproducteurs
Conseil General de Seine Saint-Denis
Ministere de la culture - Delegation aux Arts Plastiques

Conseil
Association Ars Technica

Direction
Anne Perrot,
directrice des affaires culturelles de la Ville de Saint-Denis

Commissaire
Jean-Louis Boissier,
maitre de conferences en arts plastiques a 1'Universite Paris 8

Coordination
Marjorie Micucci
Gestion
Valerie Bouet
Assistant de realisation
Vincent Faure
Architecte
Philippe Delis
Graphiste
Integral Concept, Ruedi Baur
Communication presse
Yvette Sautour
Redaction du catalogue
Liliane Terrier
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Mairie de Saint-Denis
Direction des Affaires Culturelles
Att : Majorie MICUCCI

Dear Ms . Micucci,

I am very glad to see that my request for the firstinstallment confirmed and on the way . In order to speed upthe money transfer, please use the full code of my bankaccount : The Vasulkas, INC . :107002383 : 56643, The Bank ofSanta Fe, P .O .Box 2027, Santa Fe, NM 87504-2027
I am involved in the design and construction of the
installation full time now and the money has become an
urgent, component, of the projects' success, so any possible
expedition on your side would be greatly appreciated .

With thanks,

Woody Vasulka

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX:473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501



ARTIFICES
att . : Vincent Faure
Dear Vincent,

Here is more detailed communique :
As far as technology, I want to bring the fully andeasy to re-assemble package which contains the inner cubewith the all performing hardware (to fit neatly into your

"shell") . There are two areas though, which I will need
certain level of help . First is the power . A1_1 my equipment.
runs on 110-115VAC . I presume, Paris runs 220VAC and I shall
need a good power converting plant., something close to 1000
Watts in total . I hope you could prepare this to a plug-in
condition . (I will bring the American AC strips to re-
distribute the power)

Second problem concerns a good quality projector . I am
eyeing a Sharp three gun (see the spec sheet), but this is,
beyond my means to purchase, so the rental would be the
option . Is there such a possibility? How much would it cost?

This brings me to an overall need to know, how the
budget is set up, what part of rentals, shipping,
installation work, supplies, travel, ECT could be shared if
any .

The design of the space looks very fine, I wish the top
were taller of at least 3/4 of a meter, to enclose fully the
installation (see drawings) . I am also thinking seriously of
being able to separate most of the computer and power
amplification gear in a somewhat sound isolated area to get
rid of the fan noise .

I am hard at work on the project, enjoying most of itand looking forward to the show .



Dear Vincent,

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 8T501

To : Vincent Faure / Ars Technica

As of today I have not received any additional finances
necessary to conclude the Artifices project . This is
beginning to present great difficulty in getting to Paris
all the parts of the installation on time and in finishing
of all necessary details . I am facing my shipping deadline
on Monday and I must be sure to have some money by then . I
hate to fail on such a trivia as lack of money since so much
has already been invested . Please forward this letter to
proper authorities, since the project could be in jeopardy .

Thanks for your attention during the preparation of the
show and lets be sure we can continue to the very end
successfully .

Sincerely, Woody

Oct . 21



To : Vincent Faure / Ars Technica

Dear Vincent,

Unfortunately, the hight of four meters is necessary
and cannot be otherwise . I do not need more . As far as the
"shell" I am not planning to place anything on it . I can see
the problem in the support of the projector and now I am
trying very hard to incorporate the projector platform into
my- structure . As of today the shell in not engaged in my
construction .

Meanwhile, here is a suggestion for inclosure of the
instrumentation rack, ideally it should have some fans for
cooling, if that's difficult, we should keep the back and
the top open . It would be very nice if people could see
what's
inside through the front . As far as the placement of the
inclosure in the church I have no preference in particular,
except it should be adjacent .

I may want to ship something ahead of time, so send me
your shipping address . As I told you on the phone, I am
planning to arrive on the 29th .

By the way, what's the interior of the shell like? Does
it have color? What's the surface and texture?

Woody

Oct . 9

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX:473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501



September 14, 1992

Jean-Louis Boissier
COMMISSARIAT D' ARTIFICES
93BIS Rue de Montreal
75011 Paris
FAX # (1) 40 05 79 93

Dear Jean-Louis,

Sincerely,

Woody Vasulka

THE VASULKAS

We are sending separately by air mail the complete package of information (i .e .
title, description, short text, biographical summary, and answers to interview
questions) including photographs. I have a question though : I presume your
reference to "characters" might mean words? I send the texts in their natural
length, please reiterate your needs and I can compress if necessary. If you need
the orginals sooner, let me know right away and I can have it all sent via Federal
Express (a $40 charge) . I attach to this FAX the written materials (seven pages in
all) . I am also including an article called "Digital Space" (you may have it already),
and some Xeroxes of computer pictures, some published before, most brand
new. The pictures are small due to the printing process I use, so I recommend a
table of six images to represent a single idea . Also, please let me know how
much space I really have in the church . Although the cubical space of my
construction is only 10 x 10 x 10 feet, I must have some throw-distance for
possible projection .

Thank you very much for sending the payment so promptly . I am looking
forward to seeing you and to participating in Artifices 2.

ROUTE 6

	

BOX 100

	

SANTA FE

	

NEW MEXICO

	

87501

	

PHONE 505 " 471 " 7181

	

FAX 505 " 473 " 0614
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Paris, 15th of september 1992

Dear Woody,

We hope you received now the moneyfrom the city hall of SaintDenis.

We wanted to tell you flew things

First, here is the plan of the whole exhibition, plus your specific installation . It

is a large cube of 7,5 x 7,5 meters and 3,5 meters high. 1f something is not
clear on the plan, let us know and we can answer your questions.

Second, we'd like to have a list of the material you will need in Paris (for

example, in Linz, you talked about speakers and monitors) .
Then, there is an emergency about the texts of the catalogue. Did you well
receive the questions to which we would like you to answer?

Couldyou send them as soon as possible and also the other document for the
catalogue (theoretical text of your work, photographs, biography)?

Thank you for this.

We would also like to have a description of the piece you will present in Saint-
Denis to have an idea and also be able to answer to some technical
questions.

Thank you woody and good work,
sincerely,

Jean-Louis Boissier, Vincent Faure I Maces

to : Woody Vasulka
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May 7, 1992

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
TEL . (505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

Martine Bour
Ministere Culture
Delegation aux Arts Plastique

Because of potential conflicting activites in the Fall,
please give us the dates of "Artifices ."

Sincerely,

27 avenue de 1'Opera
75001 Paris, France
Tel : 011 33 (1) 40 15 73 00
Fax : 011 33 (1) 40 15 74 14

Dear Martine,
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December 30, 1991

Martine Bour
Ministere Culture
Delegation aux Arts Plastique

I am writing to you on behalf of Woody . He is very sorry
about the delay in responding to you . If we understand
correctly, you are looking for an interactive video installation
that would stand alone and be activated automatically . You also
mention the potential of travelling this installation and that
means it must be able to be assembled and reassembled in
different sites . You have indicated that Woody's installation
will be on exhibition in Saint Denis as a part of "Artifices" for
the month of October 1992 .

The fee of $20,000 (including transportation) that you
suggest is agreeable to Woody for the one month installation .
Woody has a good idea of what he wants to make for you but we
have a few questions .

What is the date of the opening?
What size is the space? Can you send a floor plan?
Part of the installation will use some conventional
equipment, for example - video monitors, audio speakers,
video projector . Will you be able to provide equipment
locally, and if there is a rental charge would this come
from Woody's fee?
How will rental equipment be handled if the exhibition
travels?
For what length of time may the exhibition travel?
If the exhibition travels and woody is needed for the
installtion, what additional fees will he receive?

For this kind of installation Woody must receive one third of the
budget at least 60 days in advance of the opening date so that he
can develop and produce original sores, software, and update the
hardware . We have had difficulties in the past with receiving
funds from France, and would appreciate you assistance in this
matter . Do we need to fill out any special forms so that we do
not have to pay exorbitant taxes? The Vasulkas, Inc . i s a tax
exempt organization under the section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Service code (the United States tax administration) .

We will hope to hear from you as soon as you have reviewed
our letter .

MaLin Wilson
Special Projects Coordinator

27 avenue de 1'Opera
75001 Paris, France
Tel : 011 (1) 40 15 73 00
Fax : 011 (1) 42 60 39 78

Dear Martine,
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Hello Woody,

Hope to hear you soon .

Woody VAZUTKA
Route 6 Box i
SANTA FE

How are you doing, since we met at Las - Vegas?

As I told you, there would be a deep interest in
presenting your "interactive-installation - in-progress",
at the next fall 92 show - Artifices - in Saint Denis .

The space is not that big and it should be able to work
for one month . It maybe touring in Eastern Europe (your
country, Bulgaria and Poland) . Of course it should not
be too expensive!

Do you still pick up some mushrooms in the woods? The
collect as never been so good in France .

Martine SOUR



August 31, 1992

Jean-Louis Boissier
COMMISARIAT D' ARTIFICES
93BIS Rue de MontrOal
75011 Paris
FAX # (1) 40 05 79 93

Dear Jean-Louis,

THE VASULKAS

We are sending by mail the complete package of information (ie . title, description,
short text, biographical summary, photographs, and answers to interview
questions) . I will also send by FAX some of the shorter sections, hopefully today
and tomorrow . I can recommend two writers who are qualified to discuss this
work : If you would like to engage either, or both, to write a brief critique please let
me know. Both live in Santa Fe.

I am sending you a bit more than you asked for in the interview. If you like, you
may reproduce parts from it in the catalogue . Answers to your four questions
appear first .

I have not yet received the plans in details of the room for my piece, nor the
payment which you said would arrive around mid-August (FF 50,000) . I would
appreciate very much your expediting of the payment as it will help to get the
work, titled Theatre of Hybrid Automata, into its final form for installation at
Artifices 2.

Thank you.

Warm regards,

Woody Vasulka

ROUTE 6

	

BOX 100

	

SANTA FE

	

NEW MEXICO

	

87501

	

PHONE 505 " 471 " 7181

	

FAX 305 " 473 - 0614
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Dear Woody,

we well received your fax dated 20th of july . We have already
engaged the process with the production of ARikES Z (The City of
Saint-Denis) for paying you the equivalent of FF 50 000 as soon as
possible . That could be a little delayed because of the holidays .

In the other hand, I would like you to answer the questions we send
to each of the artists for the catalogue .

We will send you the plans in details of the room for your piece
around mid august.

Merci beaucoup encore une fois .

Jean-Louis Boissier

Paris, august 4th, 1992

ct r t
ifi
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WOODY VASULICA
ROUTE 6 BOX 100 SANTA I'll NM 87501 USA

FAX :(1) 303 473-0614

COMMISSARIAT D'ARTIFICES : JEAN-LOUIS 80ISSIER
AL. : (1) 43 79 12 32, 93BIS RUE DE MONTREUIL 75011 PARIS, FRANCE

SECRETARIAT D'ARTIFICES : ARS TECHNICA, VINCENT FAURE
T4. : (1) 40 05 78 95 or (1) 43 25 69 26, FAX : (1) 40 05 79 93
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Hello Woody,

I am glad to hear that the mushroom collect has been
great!

To come back to Artifices 92 that will take place in
October 92, I have to give you details about the
financial possibilities .

Can you show an edition (a special one) of your piece
for 20 000 $? This should include transportation and
fees .

As usual we have a very limited budget .

The other artists would be :

- Bill Fontana
- Piotr Kowalski
- Pietro Gilardi
- Thierry Kuntzel
- Matt Mullican (No woman!)

Hope to hear from you soon .

Martine HOUR
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For Artifices 2, 1992, we are pre_paring a catalogue similar to the onepublished for Artifices T in 1490 (80 pages, formats 103x210 mm),but according more space to descriptions of works and to artists'statements,

This is why I would be most grateful if you could send me (bySeptember lst, 1992) the following information:
1 . the title of the work, its technical description (techniques andinstruments used for its creation and presentation);
2, a short text a .proximately 1000 characters) about the way thework functions and its artistic intentions;
3. a biographical summary,

4. 3 color photographs of the exhibited work, a portrait of yourself;
5. 1 would be happy if you could answer, regarding your work andthe piece presented in Artifices, the four questions below, put to eachof the artists. Your text should be about 2 pages long (=2000characters).

In the prolongation of Artifices 1990 whichP

	

1

	

questionned theinnovativeimplications of electronic and computer technologies in theplastic arts and the arts of image, these questions put to you relate to'he general theme of Artifices 1992 which is based on the notions ofEXPLORATION and INTERACTION, on the question of the "landscape"and "stenography" of the electronics and computers arts, on thequestion of
"Scenography"

'real apprehended by electronics and computers".
Question 1 . WhatjAtce do .lwlr (4l1Jibtile to cite rlov lo:iuuolvgles in the cuttt :/Wio11 r?%The tanrk

Question 2: Is it Imssih/e to tfisliuginsh the sy)e0fh: r4esfdic consequence.;(y theselu ."u, tecbnolggits ?

Questfuti , .i : 111 Wbtit tctry urc t111 "sc tiety let:hnvlogles possibtV Jtec:c:; . ;ctrl- t~~ lb(r
ry*4llvaJSh%) tubic:lt y,ltr ttn,lk t,mtttlains inch the c±ntointniuR reality

Question f; t)tl lilt' rlett' lechrtulugies uffi" Itett ; t1TGLlftll/!t'S,/i>i' Ij1e YY?ltttl~?NS (,/ lhctWaver to the tUtNk

6. hastely 1 would like to print in the catalogue a text written aboutyour wor)C by a theoretician, critic or aesthetician . Can you suggestan existing text or an author who would be willing to write one forthis occasion

With my sincere thanks

,lean-L6uis Boissier

COMMISSARIAT D'ARTIFICES a JEAN-LOUIS s01$$IER
TIL . + (1) 43 79 12 33 , 93BIS RUE DE MONTREUIL 73011 PARIS, FRANCE

SECRiTARIAT P'ARTIFICFS 1 ARS TECHNICA, VINCENT FAURE
TEL . 1 (1) 40 05 75 95 or (1) 43 25 69 26, FAX 1 (1) 40 05 79 93



St . Denis Score
---------------

Synopses :

This Score contains four Sequences, each composed of full
360 degrees RPT orbit with some exceptions .

In the first sequence, the environment is initialized and
prepared for the first Move : The RPT head starts panning,
proceeded and trailed by lights ON or/and OFF which
illuminate briefly Targets, placed at these five main
locations : (Home) North, East, Sky, South, and West . Each
location has a speech comment .

The second Sequence has a great similarity to the first one,

except here in the brief pauses when camera glimpses at the

targets, short scenes of landscapes are intercut from the

Disk . Again, the Voice box comments, but this time the

comment are assoteric, referring to regions of North
America . (Copy the protocol of the Calib(ration) program)

The third Sequence deals with Camera/Sphere Chase : The Four

Quadrants of the Sphere are examined in horizontal (pann)

and vertical (tilt) movements suggesting the conceptual
unity of the installation space . Here the transition between

(dimly lit) images of the camera and images from the Disk

could be linearly mixed .

Fourth Sequence involves participation of Lightning, the

Buchla Musical Instrument where the Instrument Transmitters
traverse the space, hitched on the RPT Head . As the
Lightning is activated, the Midi evokes the memory locations

of verbal count (1 to 23) stored in the Sampler .
Additionally, "through" Midi signal calls the associated
images from Disk . After this, the installation is ready for

a repeated cycle .
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ARTIFICES
att . : Vincent Faure

Dear Vincent,

	

Santa Fe, Sep 25,1992

Here are more details :

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-Ti61 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NN 87501

As far as technology, I want to bring the fully and
easy to re-assemble package which contains the inner cube
with the all performing hardware (to fit neatly into your
"shell") . There are two areas though, which I will need
certain level of help . First is the power . All my equipment
runs on 110-115VAC . I presume, Paris runs 220VAC and I shall
need a good power converting plant, something close to 1000
Watts in total . I hope you could prepare this to a plug-in
condition . (I will bring the American AC strips to re-
distribute the power)

Second problem concerns a good quality projector . I am
eyeing a Sharp three gun (see the spec sheet), but this is
beyond my means to purchase, so the rental would be the
option . Is there such a possibility? How much would it cost?

This brings me to an overall need to know, how the
budget is set up, how the rentals, shipping, installation
work, supplies, travel, stay, ECT are allocated . Are there
any shared .expenses? .

The design of the space looks very fine, I wish the top
were taller of at least 3/4 of a meter, to enclose fully the
installation (see drawings) . I may have to be in a direct
communication with Mr .Delis about some details . I am also
thinking seriously of being able to separate most of the
computer and power amplification gear in a somewhat sound
isolated area to get rid of the fan noise .

I am hard at work on the project, enjoying most of it
and looking forward to the show .

Questions :

Do I make the travel arrangement? When should I arrive?
Do I have a hotel? Do I have a crew to work with? Can I get
invitations to mail out? Or send you a mailing list (short)?

More soon,

Woody



December 30, 1991

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
TEL . (505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

Martine Bour
Ministere Culture
Delegation sux Arts Plastique

I am writing to you on behalf of Woody .
about the delay in responding to you . If we
correctly, you are looking for an interactive
that would stand alone and be activated automatically .
mention the potential of travelling this installation and that
means it must be able to be assembled and

have indicated that Woody's installation
in Saint Denis as a part of "Artifices" for

the month of October 1992 .
The fee of $20,000 (including transportation) that you

suggest is agreeable to Woody for the one
Woody has a good idea of what he wants to
have

different sites . You
will be on exhibition

month installation .
make for voll but we

a few questions .
What is the date of the opening?
What size is the space? Can you send a floor plan?
Part of the installation will use some conventional
equipment, for example - video monitors, audio speakers,
video projector . Will you be able to provide equipment
locally, and if there is a rental charge would this come
from Woody's fee?
How will rental equipment be handled if the exhibition
travels?
For what length of time may the exhibition travel?
If the exhibition travels and woody is needed for the
installtion, what additional fees will he receive?

For this kind of installation Woody must receive one third of the
budget at least 60 days in advance of the opening date so that he
can develop and produce original sores, software, and update the
hardware . We have had difficulties in the past with receiving
funds from France, and would appreciate you assistance in this
matter . Do we need to fill out any special . forms so that we do
not have to pay exorbitant taxes? The Vasulkas, Inc . i s a tax
exempt organization under the section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Service code (the United States tax administration) .

We will hope to hear from you as soon as you have reviewed
our letter .

He is very sorry
understand

video installation
You also

reassembled in

MaLin Wilson
Special Projects Coordinator

27 avenue de 1'Opera
75001 Paris, France
Tel : 011 (1) 40 15 73 00
Fax : 011 (1) 42 60 39 78

Dear Martine,


